PRESS RELEASE

Mourjan Marinas IGY reveals new brand identity as it takes on the vibrant marina
industry in the Middle East

Dubai, 07 December 2009: Mourjan Marinas IGY, the luxury developer and manager of
marinas and yachting lifestyle destinations, has today revealed a new brand identity which will
take the company forward at the forefront of the marina industry in the Middle East. This new
company is the result of the strategic partnership announced last month between Island Global
Yachting (IGY) and the Malta based corporation, G-Marin. Operating under the new name,
Mourjan Marinas IGY, the company will build on the strong success and professional
management of IGY in the region and will focus on a growth strategy.

The new brand identity designed by ‘NATIVE’ incorporates a bold and confident design through
colour and strong graphics. The logo symbolises the core values of strength and reliability which
will guide the company in the future and also conveys the idea of working in harmony with both
worlds above and below the sea. Mourjan, meaning ‘Coral’ in Arabic, was chosen as part of the
company’s new name to reflect the importance of the marine environment and to signify
Mourjan Marinas IGY’s specific commitment to the GCC and North Africa.

Michael Horrigan, CEO of Mourjan Marinas IGY comments:

“We are delighted to reveal our new brand identity which represents the values on which
the new organisation, Mourjan Marinas IGY, is built upon. Whilst maintaining a strong
relationship with IGY and our parent company G- Marin, we are set for a prolific future as
a leading marina industry developer and operator. Our new brand identity is reflective of
our enthusiasm and positive energy for the future and the bold, confident way in which
we will do business.”
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Mourjan Marinas IGY
Mourjan Marinas IGY is the result of the strategic partnership between Island Global Yachting
(IGY) and the Malta based corporation G-Marin. Operating under its new name, Mourjan
Marinas IGY builds on the strong success and professional management of IGY while
continuing to drive the growth of Marina development throughout the Middle East. Mourjan
Marinas IGY will capitalize on IGY’s Dubai-based five years of success and experience and will
continue with the same team and leadership for further successful operation in this region.

IGY
From the islands of the Caribbean to the azure waters of the Arabian Gulf and other beautiful
yachting destinations around the world, IGY is redefining the very idea of luxury marina
experiences. Founded in 2005, IGY focuses on acquiring, controlling and/or servicing luxuryyacht marinas and the surrounding upland real estate properties. Headquartered in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, IGY also has offices in New York, NY; St. Thomas, USVI; Barcelona, Spain
and Dubai, UAE. For more information, visit www.igymarinas.com.
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